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Hello, Ive installed the patch and it didnt seem to work. When I opened the game for the first time I got the message: "No Patch yet. Please return this game to Origin and download the new patch". I tried both solutions you suggested, but no luck. Then, for some reason I opened the game again and went to the neighbourhood, and it wouldnt let me
because it said the patch did not work. I tried some of the other fixes you suggested, but they didn't work either. I have Windows 8.1, and I havent been able to get the patch to work at all. The most recent patch I could find is 08-Feb-2014. I didnt need to download the Origin client to get the 8GB patch either. How can I get this patch to work? My
buddy tried to mod the game and it crashed. It wouldnt let him download the game. When he tries to access it, Origin says "This game is the newest version. Would you like to download the game?" Any clues? Thanks for the help so far. Ive been trying to get the E6 mod to work for a while now. I used the 64-bit version of Origin to install the patch, but
once it was done it didnt do anything for the game. I will try your fix next. A lot of people are having similar issues, but I cant seem to find a solution. Iv been reading through forums and still cant find anyone with sims 4 origin crashing. I was finally able to patch it and it didnt crash. I also tried your fix with the patcher to no avail. I have tried to use
discsource one and they both broke the game. Any ideas?
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i’ve used the no cd hack on simcity, it works fine and it’s easy to do, and it’s compatible with sims 4, if you prefer it to the disk version, i wouldn’t think it’s a problem to work that way, because the game is on origin, it’s very easy to use it for the net version, and it’s legal to download the game. what i don’t understand is how you could get a network
error from installing the game. i am trying to figure out what the network error was when trying to install the game. do you have the same problem? rght now, i am not going to try but you gave me a clue. i should return to the game, you say to use the old game installation. well, i can’t get it to work and i found some people with the same problems,
but as they used win7, i can’t help. now, i am starting to suspect this specific version, like you had it :-). should i contact you again? i just tried downloading from origin, no luck. i keep getting the same error. it’s definitely not my computer’s fault, its a bit of a mystery as i have win7 installed on this computer and its working great for everything else.
it’s very frustrating because i cannot play as well since it’s pretty old. a while ago, i bought a computer but it had the hd on raid, and as the last time i tried to install sims 2, the installer crashed because of the raid. if you search the internet for "how to download the sims 4", then you will get thousands of results, but most of them do not work. there

are some downloads out there that may or may not work, but they are either malware or you need to play with anti-virus after downloading them or you got infected with the virus yourself, and that is something that you should not do. i know this because i am very cautious and careful about downloading things online and i always install an anti-virus
after downloading it. well, the fact is that when you play with internet security, then you need to be sure that the internet security is working to detect viruses. i can get viruses from everywhere on the internet, even if i go online and do shopping using paypal, amazon, ebay and my computer. 5ec8ef588b
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